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Travel Safety and Personal Protection Workshop for Students Going Abroad

Spartan Group is proud to offer the only Travel Safety training of its kind, taught by veteran
law enforcement and military personnel, who are here to ensure your semester abroad is a safe
one.

Course Description: This workshop is designed for the high school or university student traveling
or studying abroad, their loved ones, as well as educators and chaperones that may travel with
groups of students under their care.
Recent events worldwide have shown that no foreign destination is completely safe. Reports of
Americans being targeted by terrorists, criminals and sex offenders overseas occur at an alarming
rate. To address this critical threat and pressing need, Spartan Group has developed the Travel
Safety/Personal Protection Workshop tailored specifically for students going abroad, their loved
ones, and the staff charged with their safety. The workshop was designed to introduce participants
to the practical measures that must be taken to ensure the safety of American exchange students and
young tourists as they study, travel and work throughout the world.
Created and designed by members of the United States Military Special Operations Community, the
course contains skills and techniques used in the training of U.S. government officials, diplomats,
and embassy staff personnel and their families. These techniques are currently employed by those
living and working in the most dangerous areas of the world and the workshop provides the most upto-date intelligence and information to ensure the traveler’s safety.
Targeted specifically to heighten your students’ personal situational awareness, this workshop will
provide them with the tools, knowledge and skill set necessary to become a “hard target” and not
easily fall prey to those who seek to do them harm.
In addition to the lifesaving skills and attitudes taught in the course, School Administrators and
University Presidents can rest easy knowing they have provided their students and staff with the
tools necessary to live and study abroad, and most importantly, return safely!
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Topics covered during a typical workshop are:












Airport Security Measures
Air Travel Safety
Trip Planning
Individual Protective Measures
Threat Identification
Crime Prevention Overseas
Hotel and Dorm Room Security Measures
Surveillance Detection
Mitigating Kidnap Risks & Kidnap Survival Strategies
Terrorism Overview and Awareness
Sexual Assault Prevention / Crimes Against Woman

The travel safety training can also be custom designed and targeted to a specific area of the world to
include a country and area study addressing the specific threats in the region. Other skills and
training such as self-defense, first aid and CPR instruction can also be added for a two-day seminar
that leaves you completely prepared for your next semester abroad, family vacation, or adventure
excursion.

Course Length: One day (8 hours).
Location: TBD
Instructor: Primary and assistant instructors from Spartan Group’s elite training cadre – see our
website for info.
Cost: Price on request or through your college or university.
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